
Server and Application Migration made easy. 
Ask us how!



Blue Turtle Technologies has taken the guesswork out of migrating  
applications and servers to Microsoft Azure, Windows Server 2012R2 
or Microsoft Hyper V

The extended support for Windows Server 2003 ends on 14 July 2015, 
forcing many South African enterprises still running on Windows Server 
2003 to confront the reality that, while their systems may still be working 
well, change is inevitable. After July 14, Microsoft will no longer issue 
security updates for any version of Windows Server 2003.  
 
If enterprises are still running Windows Server 2003 within their IT estates, 
they need to take steps now to plan and execute a migration strategy  
to protect their infrastructure.
 

Let us help you!



How do I ensure application readiness for migration to  
Windows Server 2012R2 or Hyper V?

ChangeBASE by Dell Software can help you 
•  Application discovery and rationalization 
   Get a complete application inventory by quickly identifying your  
   software assets. 
•  Automated bulk importing 
   Import applications directly from Microsoft System Center  
   Configuration Manager.
•  Application compatibility testing 
   Identify compatibility issues before  deploying an application to the  
   target environment.
•  Application readiness dashboards 
   Use online dashboards and reports to gain insight into application  
   compatibility projects.
•  Bulk auto-fix compatibility issues 
   Automate remediation of application compatibility issues across desktop,  
   server, virtual and web applications



What about my applications running on Windows 2003? 
 
As Windows Server 2003 reaches end of support in July 2015, enterprises 
need to move their applications onto newer operating systems, or find 
themselves at risk with no patches or security updates.

AppZero can help you!
Migrate Applications to Azure

With AppZero SP you can quickly and simply onboard existing applications 
to Microsoft Azure. The process is automated and repeatable, and doesn’t 
install code or agents on your production machine, resulting in far less risk. 
Applications are selected and the task of moving the application to the 
cloud is completely automated. Some migration services can be difficult 
and confusing, but we are changing that. With AppZero SP, IT staff can 
move applications without a Systems Integrator, if they choose.  
Migrate Applications to Windows Server 2012R2

AppZero is the fastest and most flexible way to move server applications 
to Windows 2012R2 servers, without re-engineering, re-installation, or 
lock-in. AppZero makes complex Windows server applications moveable 
with one-click simplicity. Patented AppZero migration automates the 
extraction and movement of server-side applications to any machine  
in a fraction of the time required by other approaches – and with no 
change to the application. 

“Microsoft recommends AppZero for moving a variety of applications from Windows Server 2003,  
which reaches the end of extended support in July, 2015, to Microsoft’s newer operating systems”  

https://www.appzero.com/news/gsk-selects-appzero



Can I migrate my server infrastructure to Microsoft Azure? 
 
Businesses looking to trim computing costs and improve efficiency are finding 
the benefits of cloud computing to be increasingly attractive. With Azure IaaS 
from Microsoft, businesses can take advantage of one consistent platform 
regardless of where workloads are running. Additionally, customers can  
benefit from consistency in heterogeneous environments between  
Microsoft datacenters, hosted datacenters and their own internal datacenters. 

But what is the best path to move to Microsoft Azure?

Vision Solutions’ Double-Take MOVE for Microsoft Azure. Double-Take MOVE 
enables you to perform easy, no-risk, near-zero downtime migrations from 
any combination of physical, virtual or cloud platform into Microsoft Azure. 
Protect your business’ productivity with resource friendly real-time  
replication technology which allows your users and applications to remain 
productive while the migration is happening. Double-Take MOVE provides 
the flexibility to migrate a specific set of data or your entire server, including 
the file system, permissions, attributes, compression and encryption  
settings all without suspending production operations.

What about migrating my infrastructure to Microsoft Hyper V?

With so many hardware, hypervisor, and cloud vendors to choose from 
these days, you need a migration solution that will get you wherever you 
need to go. Double-Take Move™ breaks down traditional barriers to migration, 
taking workloads from anywhere, to anywhere.
•  Migrates between any combination of physical, virtual, and cloud platforms
•  Hardware independence between server and storage hardware
•  Automatically provisions new virtual machines for you on Hyper-V.  
   No manual configuration required.



To get started with your migration planning
 
Please contact Blue Turtle on info@blueturtle.co.za 
(011) 206 5600 or visit  www.blueturtle.co.za

Read the full Windows Server 2003 (WS2K3) End-Of-Life Survey report here.


